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Ugolino

in the picture Ugolino system rectangular 150x180

system rectangular
Authenticity and holograms Each lamp Lolli e Memmoli is a unique piece and
made by hand.
Each lamp is however submitted to a strict quality control, which grants a perfect
integrity and functionality. Any asymmetries are considered inherent feature of the
product, expression of its unique character and craft.
Each lamp is provided with a signed metal badge on the structure proving its
authenticity. Each lamp is identified by a numbered hologram put on its certificate and
its structure.

Design by Ivan Lolli and Mario Memmoli
2007

Suspension lamp providing diffused light.
Rectangular frame shaped lamp shields
the light source with a soft fabric of
octagons that creates a sculptural form.
Little crystal chains and drops are final
pendant. It can be realized in rectangles of
different sizes and proportions.

Lolli e Memmoli lamps are Made in Italy product and produced entirely in
Italy with parts of Italian preferential origin.
Registered Ornamental Design n° MI2013O000061

Model

Dimensions

100x160
100x200
120x160
120x200
140x200
160x200

L 100 x D 160 (S 30) x H 25 cm
L 100 x D 200 (S 30) x H 25 cm
L 120 x D 160 (S 30) x H 25 cm
L 120 x D 200 (S 30) x H 25 cm
L 140 x D 200 (S 30) x H 25 cm
L 160 x D 200 (S 30) x H 25 cm
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Specifications

Technical details

Mounting
suspension

Light source
LED E14-5W class A+
supported E14 bulbs class range
A++, A, B, C, D, E.

Enviroment
indoor
Construction Material
italian crystal colored or
clear, iron chrome plated
structure and steel suspension cable
Customizations
available on request

Voltage
230V
Electrical cable
white three core braided cloth covered cable 3 x 0,75 mmq
Packaging
timber box treated in compliance with ISPM15
Certifications:

IP20

